
Student Name:

Did the introduction / outline for the workshop provide a clear idea of 
what to aim for?

Was there enough direction / feedback provided?

Was I aware that I could seek out and ask for advice if I required it?

Which part of the workshop did I enjoy the most? Which part of the workshop 
did I least enjoy?
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Aoife Conney 

Yes 

Yes

Yes

I enjoyed the many areas of these workshops such as using 
paper to create an idea that’s simple but results in an 
interesting product, or using materials like clay and liquid metal 
to create structures and textures. I also enjoyed the concept of 
creating a piece from clothing such as the denim challenge. 



In hindsight, were there aspects of the workshop that I could have handled 
better / improved upon? (Give examples)

Were there activities in the workshop that provided transferrable experiences 
and skills which could have relevance to fuure and specialist disciplines?  
(For example, time management, preparatory and research work, thinking 
outside the box, pushing outside of comfort zones etc.)

Would I consider re-visiting this discipline area when it becomes an option in 
Semester 2? (If so, specify)

Any other comments / reflections :
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I could improve on my time management skills during 
workshops that require a little more work to be produced. 

During each of the workshops I was able to further improve my 
basic skills such as stitching and weaving along with finding 
more ways of creating interesting patterns and visuals with 
paper. These workshops helped me to start thinking in various 
ways that were past the usual common uses for the materials I 
experimented with.  

Yes, I’d like to revisit the area of fashion and textiles to further 
improve my skills, along with possibly mixing some techniques 
learnt in ceramics and metal/jewellery.  

N/A 













